THE ADVISORS’ INNER CIRCLE FUND III
Barrow Hanley Emerging Markets Value Fund
Barrow Hanley International Value Fund
Barrow Hanley Concentrated Emerging Markets ESG Opportunities Fund
Barrow Hanley Credit Opportunities Fund
Barrow Hanley Floating Rate Fund
Barrow Hanley Total Return Bond Fund
Barrow Hanley US Value Opportunities Fund
(the “Funds”)
Supplement dated June 7, 2022 to:
•
•

•
•

the Prospectus for the Barrow Hanley Emerging Markets Value Fund and Barrow Hanley International
Value Fund dated December 29, 2021 (the “December 29, 2021 Prospectus”);
the Prospectus for the Barrow Hanley Concentrated Emerging Markets ESG Opportunities Fund, Barrow
Hanley Credit Opportunities Fund, Barrow Hanley Floating Rate Fund, Barrow Hanley Total Return Bond
Fund and Barrow Hanley US Value Opportunities Fund (the “April 12, 2022 Prospectus” and, together with
the December 29, 2021 Prospectus, the “Prospectuses”);
the Summary Prospectuses for the Barrow Hanley Emerging Markets Value Fund and Barrow Hanley
International Value Fund, each dated December 29, 2021 (the “December 29, 2021 Summary
Prospectuses”); and
the Summary Prospectuses for the Barrow Hanley Concentrated Emerging Markets ESG Opportunities
Fund, Barrow Hanley Floating Rate Fund, Barrow Hanley Total Return Bond Fund and Barrow Hanley US
Value Opportunities Fund, each dated April 12, 2022 (the “April 12, 2022 Summary Prospectuses” and,
together with the December 29, 2021 Summary Prospectuses, the “Summary Prospectuses”).

This supplement provides new and additional information beyond that contained in the Prospectuses and Summary
Prospectuses, and should be read in conjunction with the Prospectuses and Summary Prospectuses.
The minimum initial investment amount for I Shares of the Funds has been reduced from $500,000 to $100,000.
Accordingly, effective immediately, the Prospectuses and Summary Prospectuses are hereby amended and supplemented as
followed:
1.

In the “Purchase and Sale of Fund Shares” sections of the Summary Prospectuses, the second sentence is hereby
deleted and replaced with the following:
To purchase I Shares of the Fund for the first time, you must invest at least $100,000.

2.

In the “Summary Information about the Purchase and Sale of Fund Shares, Taxes and Financial Intermediary
Compensation” sections of the Prospectuses, under the heading “Purchase and Sale of Fund Shares,” the second
sentence is hereby deleted and replaced with the following:
To purchase I Shares of a Fund for the first time, you must invest at least $100,000.

3.

In the “Purchasing, Selling and Exchanging Fund Shares” sections of the Prospectuses, the row relating to I
Shares in the table under the “How to Choose a Share Class” heading is hereby deleted and replaced with the
following:

Class Name

Investment Minimums

Fees and Sales Charges

I Shares

Initial: $100,000

Sales Charge – None

Subsequent: $50

12b-1 Fee – None
Shareholder Servicing Fee - None

4.

In the “Purchasing, Selling and Exchanging Fund Shares” sections of the Prospectuses, under the heading
“Minimum Purchases,” the first sentence is hereby deleted and replaced with the following:
To purchase I Shares of a Fund for the first time, you must invest at least $100,000.
PLEASE RETAIN THIS SUPPLEMENT FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.
PBH-SK-001-0100

SUMMARY PROSPECTUS
April 12, 2022

The Advisors’ Inner Circle Fund III

Barrow Hanley Floating Rate Fund
I Shares: BFRNX
Y Shares: BFRYX

Investment Adviser:

Perpetual US Services LLC, Doing Business As PGIA
Sub-Adviser:

Barrow, Hanley, Mewhinney & Strauss, LLC

Click here to view the fund’s statutory prospectus or statement of additional information.

Before you invest, you may want to review the Fund’s complete prospectus, which contains
more information about the Fund and its risks. You can find the Fund’s prospectus and
other information about the Fund online at https://www.perpetual.com/mutual-funds/
barrow-hanley-floating-rate-fund. You can also get this information at no cost by calling
866-778-6397, by sending an e-mail request to PerpetualFunds@seic.com, or by asking
any financial intermediary that offers shares of the Fund. The Fund’s prospectus and
statement of additional information, both dated April 12, 2022, as they may be amended
from time to time, are incorporated by reference into this summary prospectus and may
be obtained, free of charge, at the website, phone number or e-mail address noted above.

Investment Objective
The Barrow Hanley Floating Rate Fund (the “Floating Rate Fund” or the
“Fund”) seeks to maximize total return, consistent with preservation of
capital.

Fund Fees and Expenses
This table describes the fees and expenses that you may pay if you buy, hold
and sell shares of the Fund. You may be required to pay commissions and/or
other forms of compensation to a broker for transactions in I Shares, which
are not reflected in the tables or the example below.
Shareholder Fees (fees paid directly from your investment)
Redemption Fee (as a percentage of amount redeemed, if shares
redeemed have been held for less than 30 days)

1.00%

Annual Fund Operating Expenses (expenses that you pay each year as a percentage
of the value of your investment)
I Shares
Management Fees

0.45%

0.45%

Other Expenses

0.40%

0.55%

Shareholder Servicing Fees
1

Other Operating Expenses

1
2

Y Shares

None

0.15%

0.40%

0.40%

Total Annual Fund Operating
Expenses

0.85%

1.00%

Less Fee Reductions and/or
Expense Reimbursements2

(0.25)%

(0.25)%

Total Annual Fund Operating
Expenses After Fee
Reductions and/or Expense
Reimbursements

0.60%

0.75%

Other Operating Expenses are based on estimated amounts for the current fiscal
year.
Perpetual US Services LLC, doing business as PGIA (the “Adviser” or “PerpetualPGIA”) has contractually agreed to waive fees and reimburse expenses to the extent
necessary to keep Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses (excluding interest, taxes,
brokerage commissions and other costs and expenses relating to the securities
that are purchased and sold by the Fund, shareholder servicing fees, acquired
fund fees and expenses, other expenditures which are capitalized in accordance
with generally accepted accounting principles and other non-routine expenses,
such as litigation (collectively, “excluded expenses”)) from exceeding 0.60% of the
Fund’s average daily net assets until February 28, 2024 (the “contractual expense
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limit”). In addition, the Adviser may receive from the Fund the difference between
the Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses (not including excluded expenses) and
the contractual expense limit to recoup all or a portion of its prior fee waivers or
expense reimbursements made during the rolling three-year period preceding
the date of the recoupment if at any point Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses
(not including excluded expenses) are below the contractual expense limit (i) at the
time of the fee waiver and/or expense reimbursement and (ii) at the time of the
recoupment. This agreement will terminate automatically upon the termination of
the Fund’s investment advisory agreement and may be terminated: (i) by the Board
of Trustees (the “Board”) of The Advisors’ Inner Circle Fund III (the “Trust”), for any
reason at any time; or (ii) by the Adviser, upon ninety (90) days’ prior written notice
to the Trust, effective as of the close of business on February 28, 2024.

Example
This Example is intended to help you compare the cost of investing in the
Fund with the cost of investing in other mutual funds.
The Example assumes that you invest $10,000 in the Fund for the time periods
indicated and then redeem all of your shares at the end of those periods.
The Example also assumes that your investment has a 5% return each year
and that the Fund’s operating expenses (including capped expenses for the
period described in the footnote to the fee table) remain the same. Although
your actual costs may be higher or lower, based on these assumptions your
costs would be:
1 Year

3 Years

I Shares

$61

$224

Y Shares

$77

$271

Portfolio Turnover
The Fund pays transaction costs, such as commissions, when it buys and sells
securities (or “turns over” its portfolio). A higher portfolio turnover rate may
indicate higher transaction costs and may result in higher taxes when Fund
shares are held in a taxable account. These costs, which are not reflected in
total annual Fund operating expenses or in the example, affect the Fund’s
performance. Because the Fund has not commenced operations as of the date
of this prospectus, it does not have portfolio turnover information to report.

Principal Investment Strategies
Under normal circumstances, the Fund invests at least 80% of its net
assets, plus any borrowings for investment purposes, in floating rate
instruments. This investment policy may be changed by the Fund upon 60
days’ prior written notice to shareholders. Floating rate instruments are
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debt instruments issued by companies or other entities with interest rates
that reset periodically (typically, daily, monthly, quarterly, or semi-annually)
in response to changes in the market rate of interest on which the interest
rate is based. For purposes of this policy, any security or investment will be
considered a floating rate instrument if it has a maturity of six months or
less even if it pays a rate of interest rate that does not reset or adjust prior
to maturity. Floating rate instruments include bank loans, high yield bonds,
collateralized loan obligations (“CLOs”), structured notes and shares of
investment companies that invest principally in floating rate instruments.
The Fund may invest in floating rate instruments of any credit quality. The
Fund expects that many or all of the Fund’s investments will be rated below
investment grade or unrated but of comparable credit quality.
The Fund invests primarily in floating rate bank loans. Certain bank loans
may be secured by collateral of the borrower and thus may be senior to most
other securities issued by the borrower (e.g., common stock and other debt
instruments) in the event of bankruptcy. Other bank loans may be unsecured
obligations of the borrower. A bank loan may be acquired through the
financial institution acting as agent for the lenders or from the borrower, as
an assignment from another lender who holds a direct interest in the bank
loan, or as a participation interest in another lender’s portion of the bank
loan.
The Fund’s portfolio typically will consist principally of floating rate
instruments that Barrow, Hanley, Mewhinney & Strauss, LLC (the “SubAdviser” or “Barrow Hanley”), the Fund’s sub-adviser, believes are trading
below their intrinsic value, selected through a fundamental research process
designed to achieve a balanced goal for yield, principal preservation and
capital appreciation. To construct the Fund’s portfolio, Barrow Hanley
evaluates the macro environment and industry and sector trends to
determine views from one to three years. This process is designed to enable
Barrow Hanley to find specific sectors that offer opportunities for both
industry and issuer mispricings given Barrow Hanley’s expectations of
changing fundamentals. From there, Barrow Hanley uses two primary
methods of identifying potential investments. The first involves independent
sorting and research of documents filed with the Securities and Exchange
Commission, as well as general and financial news, through the use of
third-party research databases, news services and screening software. The
second method relies on the professional relationships that Barrow Hanley
has established with money managers, leveraged buyout and private equity
investors, investment bankers, research analysts, consultants, securities
traders, brokers, corporate managers, corporate attorneys and accountants
including in depth discussions with Barrow Hanley’s equity research
professionals. This analysis is designed to lead Barrow Hanley to industries
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and debt issuers that offer opportunities for what Barrow Hanley believes
are mispriced investments. In this regard, a mispriced investment refers
primarily to traditional value metrics utilized by the Sub-Adviser, such
as low price/earnings, price/book and high dividend yield relative to the
markets in which the Fund may invest. A security also may be mispriced
due to a negative theme occurring within an overall industry and/or sector
and where the Sub-Adviser believes an investment in the security creates
opportunities for outperformance.

Principal Risks
As with all mutual funds, there is no guarantee that the Fund will achieve its
investment objective. You could lose money by investing in the Fund. A Fund
share is not a bank deposit and it is not insured or guaranteed by the
FDIC or any other government agency. The principal risk factors affecting
shareholders’ investments in the Fund are set forth below.
Bank Loans Risk – Investments in bank loans (through both assignments
and participations) are generally subject to the same risks as investments in
other types of debt instruments, including, in many cases, investments in
high yield bonds. There may be limited public information available regarding
bank loans and bank loans may be difficult to value. If the Fund holds a bank
loan through another financial institution, or relies on a financial institution
to administer the loan, its receipt of principal and interest on the loan may
be subject to the credit risk of that financial institution. It is possible that
collateral securing a loan, if any, may be insufficient or unavailable to the
Fund, and that the Fund’s rights to collateral may be limited by bankruptcy
or insolvency laws. In addition, the secondary market for bank loans may
be subject to irregular trading activity and wide bid/ask spreads, which may
cause the Fund to be unable to realize the full value of its investment in a
bank loan. Bank loans may have extended settlement periods that exceed
seven days and, accordingly, may be considered illiquid. Purchases and
sales of loans in the secondary market generally are subject to contractual
restrictions that may delay the Fund’s ability to make timely redemptions.
Bank loans may not be considered “securities,” and purchasers, such as the
Fund, therefore may not be entitled to rely on the anti-fraud protections of
the federal securities laws.
Floating Rate Securities Risk – The Fund may invest in obligations with
interest rates that are reset periodically. Although floating rate securities are
generally less sensitive to interest rate changes than fixed rate instruments,
the value of floating rate securities may decline if their interest rates do
not rise as quickly, or as much, as general interest rates. Certain floating
rate instruments have an interest rate floor feature, which prevents the
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interest rate payable by the security from dropping below a specified level as
compared to a reference interest rate (the “reference rate”). If the reference
rate is below the floor, there will be a lag between a rise in the reference rate
and a rise in the interest rate payable by the obligation, and the Fund may
not benefit from increasing interest rates for a significant amount of time.
Floating rate securities are issued by a wide variety of issuers and may be
issued for a wide variety of purposes, including as a method of reconstructing
cash flows. Issuers of floating rate securities may include, but are not limited
to, financial companies, merchandising entities, bank holding companies,
and other entities. In addition to the risks associated with the floating nature
of interest payments, investors remain exposed to other underlying risks
associated with the issuer of the floating rate security, such as credit risk.
Credit Risk – The risk that the issuer of a security or the counterparty to
a contract will default or otherwise become unable to honor a financial
obligation.
Interest Rate Risk – As with most funds that invest in fixed income securities,
changes in interest rates could affect the value of your investment. Rising
interest rates tend to cause the prices of fixed income securities (especially
those with longer maturities and lower credit qualities) and the Fund’s share
price to fall. Very low or negative interest rates may prevent the Fund from
generating positive returns and may increase the risk that if followed by
rising interest rates the Fund’s performance will be negatively impacted.
Fixed Income Securities Risk – The prices of the Fund’s fixed income
securities respond to economic developments, particularly interest rate
changes, as well as to perceptions about the creditworthiness of individual
issuers, including governments and their agencies. Generally, the Fund’s
fixed income securities will decrease in value if interest rates rise and vice
versa. In a low interest rate environment, risks associated with rising rates
are heightened. Declines in dealer market-making capacity as a result of
structural or regulatory changes could decrease liquidity and/or increase
volatility in the fixed income markets.
Corporate Fixed Income Securities Risk – The prices of the Fund’s
corporate fixed income securities respond to economic developments,
particularly interest rate changes, as well as to perceptions about the
creditworthiness and business prospects of individual issuers.
High Yield Bond Risk – High yield, or “junk,” bonds are debt securities rated
below investment grade. High yield bonds are speculative, involve greater
risks of default, downgrade, or price declines and are more volatile and tend
to be less liquid than investment-grade securities. Companies issuing high
yield bonds are less financially strong, are more likely to encounter financial
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difficulties, and are more vulnerable to adverse market events and negative
sentiments than companies with higher credit ratings.
Collateralized Loan Obligations Risk – Collateralized loan obligations
are investment vehicles typically collateralized by a pool of loans, which
may include, among others, senior secured loans, senior unsecured
loans, and subordinate corporate loans, including loans that may be rated
below investment grade or equivalent unrated loans. Collateralized loan
obligations are subject to the risks of substantial losses due to actual defaults
by borrowers of the loans underlying the collateralized loan obligations,
which will be greater during periods of economic or financial stress.
Collateralized loan obligations may also lose value due to collateral defaults
and disappearance of subordinate tranches, market anticipation of defaults,
and investor aversion to collateralized loan obligation securities as a class.
The Fund may invest in collateralized loan obligations that hold loans of
non-creditworthy borrowers or in subordinate tranches of a collateralized
loan obligation, which may absorb losses from underlying borrower defaults
before senior tranches. Investments in such collateralized loan obligations
present a greater risk of loss. In addition, collateralized loan obligations are
subject to interest rate risk and credit risk.
Structured Notes Risk – Structured notes are specially-designed derivative
debt instruments in which the terms may be structured by the purchaser
and the issuer of the note. The Fund bears the risk that the issuer of the
structured note will default. The Fund also bears the risk of loss of its
principal investment and periodic payments expected to be received for the
duration of its investment. In addition, a liquid market may not exist for the
structured notes. The lack of a liquid market may make it difficult to sell the
structured notes at an acceptable price or to accurately value them.
Liquidity Risk – Certain securities may be difficult or impossible to sell at
the time and the price that the Fund would like. The Fund may have to accept
a lower price to sell a security, sell other securities to raise cash, or give up an
investment opportunity, any of which could have a negative effect on Fund
management or performance.
Prepayment Risk – The risk that, in a declining interest rate environment,
fixed income securities with stated interest rates may have the principal paid
earlier than expected, requiring the Fund to invest the proceeds at generally
lower interest rates.
Extension Risk – The risk that rising interest rates may extend the duration
of a fixed income security, typically reducing the security’s value.
Investments in Investment Company Risk – When the Fund invests in
an investment company, including closed-end funds, in addition to directly
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bearing the expenses associated with its own operations, it will bear a pro
rata portion of the investment company’s expenses. Further, while the risks
of owning shares of an investment company generally reflect the risks of
owning the underlying investments of the investment company, the Fund
may be subject to additional or different risks than if the Fund had invested
directly in the underlying investments. Certain closed-end investment
companies issue a fixed number of shares that trade on a stock exchange at
a premium or a discount to their net asset value. As a result, a closed-end
fund’s share price fluctuates based on what another investor is willing to pay
rather than on the market value of the securities in the fund.
Active Management Risk – The Fund is subject to the risk that the Adviser’s
or the Sub-Adviser’s judgments about the attractiveness, value, or potential
appreciation of the Fund’s investments may prove to be incorrect. If the
investments selected and strategies employed by the Fund fail to produce
the intended results, the Fund could underperform in comparison to its
benchmark index or other funds with similar objectives and investment
strategies.
New Adviser Risk – The Adviser is a newly registered investment adviser
and has not previously managed a mutual fund. As a result, there is no longterm track record against which an investor may judge the Adviser and
it is possible the Adviser may not achieve the Fund’s intended investment
objective.
New Fund Risk – Because the Fund is new, investors in the Fund bear the
risk that the Fund may not be successful in implementing its investment
strategy, may not employ a successful investment strategy, or may fail to
attract sufficient assets under management to realize economies of scale,
any of which could result in the Fund being liquidated at any time without
shareholder approval and at a time that may not be favorable for all
shareholders. Such liquidation could have negative tax consequences for
shareholders and will cause shareholders to incur expenses of liquidation.
Market Risk – The prices of and the income generated by the Fund’s
securities may decline in response to, among other things, investor
sentiment, general economic and market conditions, regional or global
instability, and currency and interest rate fluctuations. In addition, the
impact of any epidemic, pandemic or natural disaster, or widespread fear
that such events may occur, could negatively affect the global economy, as
well as the economies of individual countries, the financial performance of
individual companies and sectors, and the markets in general in significant
and unforeseen ways. Any such impact could adversely affect the prices and
liquidity of the securities and other instruments in which the Fund invests,
which in turn could negatively impact the Fund’s performance and cause
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losses on your investment in the Fund. Market risk may affect a single issuer,
an industry, a sector or the equity or bond market as a whole.
Management/Systematic or Quantitative Process Risk – The value of
the Fund may decline if the Adviser’s or the Sub-Adviser’s judgments about
the attractiveness, relative value or potential appreciation of a particular
security or strategy prove to be incorrect. Because the Adviser and the SubAdviser each relies, in part, on a systematic, quantitative screening process
in selecting securities for the Fund, the Fund is subject to the additional risk
that the Adviser’s or the Sub-Adviser’s judgments regarding the investment
criteria underlying the screening process may prove to be incorrect.
LIBOR Replacement Risk – The elimination of the London Inter-Bank
Offered Rate (“LIBOR”) may adversely affect the interest rates on, and value
of, certain Fund investments for which the value is tied to LIBOR. The U.K.
Financial Conduct Authority announced that it intends to stop compelling or
inducing banks to submit LIBOR rates after 2021. The publication of LIBOR
on a representative basis ceased for the one-week and two-month U.S. dollar
LIBOR settings immediately after December 31, 2021, and is expected to
cease for the remaining U.S. dollar LIBOR settings immediately after June 30,
2023. Alternatives to LIBOR are established or in development in most major
currencies, including the Secured Overnight Financing Rate (“SOFR”), which
is intended to replace U.S. dollar LIBOR. Markets are slowly developing in
response to these new rates. Questions around liquidity impacted by these
rates, and how to appropriately adjust these rates at the time of transition,
remain a concern for the Fund. Accordingly, it is difficult to predict the full
impact of the transition away from LIBOR on the Fund until new reference
rates and fallbacks for both legacy and new products, instruments and
contracts are commercially accepted.

Performance Information
The Fund acquired substantially all of the assets of another investment
vehicle (the “Predecessor Fund”) on April 12, 2022 in exchange for shares of
the Fund, and the Fund commenced operations on such date. Accordingly,
the performance shown in the bar chart and performance table below prior
to April 12, 2022 is the performance of the Predecessor Fund. The Predecessor
Fund was managed by the Adviser using investment policies, objectives,
guidelines and restrictions that were in all material respects equivalent
to those of the Fund. However, the Predecessor Fund was not a registered
mutual fund, and therefore was not subject to the same investment and tax
restrictions as the Fund. If the Predecessor Fund operated as a registered
mutual fund, the Predecessor Fund’s performance may have been lower. The
Predecessor Fund’s performance has been adjusted to reflect the fees and
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expenses of the Fund’s I Shares in the bar chart, and the fees and expenses of
the Fund’s I Shares and Y Shares in the performance table.
The bar chart and the performance table below illustrate the risks and
volatility of an investment in the Fund by showing changes in the
performance of the Predecessor Fund from year to year, and by showing how
average annual total returns of the Predecessor Fund for 1 year and since
inception compare with a broad measure of market performance. Of course,
the Predecessor Fund’s past performance does not necessarily indicate how
the Fund will perform in the future.
Updated performance information is available on the Fund’s websites at
Perpetual.com and BarrowHanley.com or by calling toll-free to 866-778-6397.
10%

8.71%

5.67%

5%
2.30%

0%

-5%
2019

2020

2021

BEST QUARTER WORST QUARTER
8.29%

(12.25)%

6/30/2020

3/31/2020

The performance information shown above is based on a calendar year.
Average Annual Total Returns for Periods Ended December 31, 2021
This table compares the average annual total returns of the Predecessor
Fund for the periods ended December 31, 2021 to those of the Credit Suisse
Leveraged Loan Index.
Returns after taxes on distributions are not shown for periods prior to the
Fund’s registration as a mutual fund because the Predecessor Fund was not
required to make distributions to its investors; the Fund expects to make
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sufficient distributions to qualify and be eligible for treatment as a regulated
investment company for tax purposes.

1 Year

Since
Inception
(06/01/2018)

5.67%

4.58%

Fund Returns After Taxes on Distributions

—

—

Fund Returns After Taxes on Distributions and Sale
of Fund Shares

—

—

Y Shares Fund Returns Before Taxes

5.61%

4.43%

Credit Suisse Leveraged Loan Index (reflects
no deductions for fees, expenses or taxes)

5.40%

4.19%

I Shares
Fund Returns Before Taxes

Investment Advisers
Perpetual US Services LLC, doing business as PGIA serves as investment
adviser to the Fund. Barrow Hanley serves as investment sub-adviser to
the Fund and is responsible for the management of the Fund’s portfolio of
securities. Each of the investment adviser and the investment sub-adviser
is a subsidiary of Perpetual Limited, an Australian Stock Exchange-listed,
diversified financial services company.

Portfolio Managers
Erik Olson, Managing Director, Fixed Income Portfolio Manager and Analyst
at Barrow Hanley has managed the Fund since its inception in 2022.
Nick Losey, CFA, Managing Director, Fixed Income Portfolio Manager and
Analyst at Barrow Hanley has managed the Fund since its inception in 2022.
Chet Paipanandiker, Managing Director, Fixed Income Portfolio Manager
and Analyst at Barrow Hanley has managed the Fund since its inception in
2022.
Michael Trahan, CFA, Managing Director, Fixed Income Portfolio Manager
and Analyst at Barrow Hanley has managed the Fund since its inception in
2022.
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Purchase and Sale of Fund Shares
You may generally purchase or redeem shares on any day that the New York
Stock Exchange (“NYSE”) is open for business.
To purchase I Shares of the Fund for the first time, you must invest at least
$500,000.
To purchase Y Shares of the Fund for the first time, you must invest at least
$2,500.
Y Shares of the Fund are currently not available for purchase.
Subsequent investments must be made in amounts of at least $50. The Fund
may accept investments of smaller amounts in its sole discretion.
If you own your shares directly, you may redeem your shares by contacting
the Fund directly by mail at: Perpetual Funds, PO Box 588, Portland, ME 04112
(Express Mail Address: Perpetual Funds c/o Atlantic Shareholder Services,
LLC, Three Canal Plaza, Ground Floor, Portland, ME 04101) or telephone at
866-778-6397.
If you own your shares through an account with a broker or other financial
intermediary, contact that broker or financial intermediary to redeem your
shares. Your broker or financial intermediary may charge a fee for its services
in addition to the fees charged by the Fund.

Tax Information
The Fund intends to make distributions that may be taxed as ordinary
income, qualified dividend income, or capital gains, unless you are investing
through a tax-deferred arrangement, such as a 401(k) plan or IRA, in which
case your distribution will be taxed when withdrawn from the tax-deferred
account.

Payments to Broker-Dealers and Other
Financial Intermediaries
If you purchase shares of the Fund through a broker-dealer or other
financial intermediary (such as a bank), the Fund and its related companies
may pay the intermediary for the sale of Fund shares and related services.
These payments may create a conflict of interest by influencing the brokerdealer or other intermediary and your salesperson to recommend the
Fund over another investment. Ask your salesperson or visit your financial
intermediary’s web site for more information.

